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Matt Stainback, PAX vice president of field operations, poses with former PAX Means Peace Scholars at their school, Abaarso
School of Science and Technology. From left to right are Nasrin, Sagal, Salma, Matt, Sayidcali, Mamdouh, and Ahmed.

PAX Press on Location in Somaliland
As political science class gets underway, the teacher wants to quickly review last session’s concepts before moving forward. Likely
in his mid-twenties, the Lebanese instructor can hardly finish asking each question before nearly every hand in the room shoots up.
The students’ energy and eagerness to learn are only matched by his preparation and dynamism. Satisfied with the pupils’ grasp of
the material thus far, he quickly transitions—but not before reminding the class that additional resources can be found on the internal
server (which they hastily jot down in their notebooks).
We now enter a lightning round of sorts in which groups quickly and concisely update the class on their ongoing projects. (It’s not
clear whether they were prepared to do this or are just tremendously tuned in.) The first is focusing in more precisely on a period
of recent Somali history; the second is considering women’s roles in a variety of political movements…and we’re on to a Ted Talk
video that introduces today’s main lesson…
The scene would be impressive in any high school in any corner of the world. But we’re not in any high school in any corner of the
world. We’re in a classroom in a compound on a hill in the middle of the desert in an unrecognized breakaway province of Somalia,
the world’s #1 failed state. Concrete walls with rolled barbed wire, watch towers, and armed soldiers delineate the edge of campus
in every direction.
(Continued on next page)
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On Location in Somaliland

Big Challenges, Strong Role Models
This is the Abaarso School of Science and Technology near Hargeisa, Somaliland. Outside those walls, there is 75% unemployment for
those under 30 and less than half of all children go to school. But inside these walls, students have dreams of becoming engineers, doctors, and politicians who will lead their society into a brighter future.
The challenge confronting them is immense.
In 1991 following a civil war in which tens of thousands were killed,
Somaliland declared independence from Somalia. Since then, Somaliland has built a working political system, government institutions, and police force. It even has its own currency. In spite of this,
neither Somalia nor any other country recognizes Somaliland as
an independent country. Already one of the poorest regions of the
world, this lack of recognition presents an enormous challenge to the
(non)country’s development, limiting its access to world markets.

The very first PAX Means Peace Scholar, Shukri has set an
Lack of recognition also poses significant challenges for PAXextraordinary example for subsequent PAX-Abaarso students.
Abaarso students. Without any official U.S. diplomatic representation in Somaliland, future PAX Means Peace Scholars are forced to make a bumpy 16-hour trek through the desert to the U.S. embassy in
neighboring Djibouti and back. Students hoping to arrive this August will need to do so in early March (five months ahead of time) to ensure
their visa is secured in time.
As unpleasant as that may sound, it is no doubt among the easiest obstacles for many Abaarso students. For some, it is a miracle that they
are even in school. It’s not uncommon for families to have as many as 20 children and only be able to send one or two to school. Given serious challenges in the education system, it is also not uncommon for those one or two to not achieve basic proficiencies in reading, writing,
or arithmetic. Most Abaarso students test into the English-immersive school in seventh grade with very limited English and years to make
up in other areas.
In spite of all of this, there is serious reason to believe that these students will in fact achieve the lofty goals toward which they are so tenaciously working. While the first intake of ninth graders in 2009 no doubt required a determination and belief that bordered on lunacy (no
Somalilander had attended an American university in 30 years), these students have alumni role models: Mubarik who recently graduated
from MIT and Abdisamad who is finishing up his time at Harvard in addition to Shukri—the very first PAX Means Peace Scholar.
After her PAX year, Shukri was identified as a next-generation leader able to contribute to the social and economic progress of Africa and as
such was awarded a scholarship through the MasterCard Foundation. Through the scholarship, she is currently attending Wellesley College
in Massachusetts—one of the world’s top liberal arts institutions. And while, as the sole 2015/16 PAX Means Peace Scholar, Shukri blazed
the way for future PAX-Abaarso students, the subsequent groups have been every bit as impressive. And that's we why find ourselves here
on Abaarso's campus...
(Continued on next page)

The hall becomes a hive of activity, as Abaarso students and teachers make their way to their next class.
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On Location in Somaliland

Finding PAX Community in the Desert
Not only are we meeting another courageous cohort of candidates for next year, we're also catching up with some old friends: six fantastic former PAX Means Peace Scholars to be exact. Sayidcali, Nasrin, Salma, Sagal, Mamdouh, and Ahmed are all back at Abaarso
digesting their American experiences and readying themselves for great things. Like us, they were delighted to see some familiar faces
from back in the States.
After a little rest and a splash of water on our faces (the journey from New York was about 40 hours door to door), we meet the alums
in “the courtyard,” a beautifully designed gathering place just adjacent to the soccer field (rocky dirt area). We’re told that the courtyard is a new space—completely designed by a classmate whose vision of the concentric tiles, landscaping, and seating areas won her
the right to implement her classroom project. As we walk over from our walled and barbed wired compound within the larger walled
and barbed wired compound, it must be an hour or so after sunset. We can’t help but marvel at how brightly the stars light up the evening sky. We also can’t help but notice how significantly the temperature has dropped. Not properly dressed for a desert evening after
being scorched in the afternoon sun, we eventually head into the library to catch up with the alums.
We chat about common friends in Indiana and Wisconsin and our initial impressions of the country. We also talk future plans and
discuss their PAX year. What did they learn? How has it affected the trajectory of their lives? What advice might they have for us or
other PAX students? As with anyone who has spent significant time in another culture, there are also plenty of funny stories to share.
And we do—for hours.
It was the first of a few times that we would get together throughout our four-day stay. Each time, we were struck at how it could
possibly be that after two days of travel to an unrecognized African outpost we had found that familiar feeling of PAX community.
With that and to the extent possible, in this very special issue of PAX Press, we are delighted to send back that feeling of PAX community to you, the true heart of the PAX community. We’ve prepared a number of brief alumni videos filled with their reflections,
insights, updates, and anecdotes. Wherever you see a video thumbnail of one of them, just give it a click to be transported to the Horn
of Africa with us. We hope you enjoy their inspiring stories and look forward to sharing much more about this special program with
you in the future.
—The PAX Press team
If you’re interested in learning more about what must be the most inspiring story in international education, check out this
60 Minutes piece. And remember that you can help fund a future PAX Means Peace Scholar. Visit the PAX website to learn more.
(All featured videos available on the PAX YouTube page.)

Sayidcali explains the school values of integrity,
tenacity, and critical thinking.

"PAX means peace."

Get Involved!
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“Is there anything you want to do here in
America?” The news reporter asked me
at the airport, right after I arrived in my
host state. “Maybe join the drama club
at school!” I replied, without thinking if
I would ever make it into the drama club
or not. When I said that, I became determined to join said club.
When my host school announced that they
were looking for interested students for
the play, my heart jumped. “This may be

A Star’s Dream

the time to achieve my goal,” I told myself. Despite the nervousness I felt, I auditioned for the play. After many days, I saw
my name on the full cast list. I did not just
become part of the drama club; I was also
part of the school play!
In December, I experienced how it felt
to be part of a school play. I did not only
have one role, I had two roles! I was very
nervous at first, because it was my first
time in a theater play. But when I came

out on the stage and did my role, I was so
relieved and satisfied, because I heard how
people laughed. Yes, our school play was
a comedy, and my role was a funny one.
Truly, my exchange year is helping me
experience things that I’ve never done before, and because of it, my dream of becoming a star has become a reality.
—Raquel (YES, Philippines),
hosted by the Shroyer family (IN)

Raquel (third from left) was excited to be a part of the play at her host high school.

Serious Soccer in the U.S.

A Happy Hackathon
Saturday, January 18, 2019 was a special day for me, because
I was joining a local hackathon for high school students! A
hackathon is a marathon competition that tests the participants’
knowledge of computer science. My school sent two teams to
the hackathon. Each team consisted of three people. There was a
boys’ team and a girls’ team from my school.
The hackathon lasted from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. There were 16 competitions, and each team picked five. Each competition had a different point value. If we completed the challenges of a competition, we got the full score.

PAX Means Peace Scholars from Somaliland Mamdouh
and Ahmed (2017/18) talk about their experience “Getting Involved!” in Indiana last year—the sports were more
intense than they could have ever imagined!

After we completed all five competitions, the announcement
was made. I was nervous until the first place was announced.
My team got first place! I wasn’t expecting it, but we made it!
We went to the podium, and we got mini computers! It was my
dream to own one, and now I have it! We were so happy that day.
I am so thankful to have this memory.

—Muhammad (YES, Indonesia),
hosted by the Smith family (AR)

Get Involved!
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Starting a New Club:
Model United Nations
I love being a part of different clubs and activities,
and for me the most exciting of them all is Model
United Nations. In my home country (Azerbaijan),
I used to attend several MUN sessions every year.
So, I wanted to continue here in the United States.
When I asked my guidance counselor about joining the MUN club, she told me that unfortunately
they didn’t have one at Mukwonago High School.
Since they don’t have this club here, then why not
start one?
In order to make a club, I first needed at least 15
participants and an adviser. I already had some
friends who were very interested, but it was still
hard because most of the students didn’t really
know what MUN is. So we started working harder. We made flyers, did announcements, and sent
an email to all the teachers at school.

Nurana (center, in white) with her newly formed Model United Nations club

Now, it’s been two weeks since we created the
club, and I can say that we have been very successful. We already have a great adviser, and the number of students involved in our club is growing each and every day. We’ll have our
first committee session next week, and other than that, we’ll attend the sessions at different schools and universities in Wisconsin. I love my
club, and I’m very happy that I have made this contribution to my host school and host community. I hope this article will be an inspiration
for all the exchange students who want to start something new and make a change in their host communities and in this world.

—Nurana (FLEX, Azerbaijan), hosted by the Lackore family (WI)

Venture Volunteering

Introducing Debate Back Home

My favorite thing about my exchange year is volunteering. We have a volunteering club in my school, which
involves going out there and helping the world as much
as we can. We call ourselves V-squared, meaning Venture
Volunteering (Venture is my school’s name). I keep making lovely friends and memories in this club. When I look
at the faces of these children, senior citizens, or anyone
we serve through our volunteering, I feel an unexplainable joy, excitement, and accomplishment. We are half
way through the year and I have 90 hours of volunteering.
I try to serve in any way and time I can.
This exchange year brought me to a world of learning and
growing each day. I have learned to appreciate the value
of family and friends. I cherish every second I spent with
everyone here, and I thank this program for giving me
this opportunity to be a wonderful new person.

—Sakinatu (YES, Cameroon),
hosted by the Eggett family (UT)

A 2017/18 alumna of the PAX Means Peace Scholars program, Nasrin
is a force of nature: only member of her Wisconsin debate team, made
it to nationals, started debate team at her school in Somaliland. The
young lady will take her focus and drive to Texas Christian University
next year to study political science. Her ultimate goal is to become a
civil rights lawyer to help women in her country.
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Exchange Living

Time Flies for Serbian
in Ohio
As my time in Ohio continues to fly faster
than I would like it to, I can’t help but dread
my inevitable return to Serbia.
To say I have been blessed to get to know my
host family and spend time with them would
undoubtedly be an understatement. I keep
thinking of the stories I will tell my friends
back home about the time I spent with my
American family: our baking experiments,
our adventures in Pittsburgh, or our time at
the zoo. The more I am with them, the more
I realize what giving souls they are.

It’s time to reflect; I am soaking up all
the good memories I have made, and giving back to the community that has given
me so much. Whether that is by building a
stage for my school’s upcoming musical,
The only up and down experience for Dusan while in the U.S…
peer collaborating in a French class, or just
teaching my newfound friends about Serbian culture, I hope that I can at least partly show my appreciation for getting the chance to experience life in the United States.
It is at this mid-point of my exchange that I begin to fully understand the fact that opportunities such as this one do not happen all that often. However, when they do occur, my fellow exchange students, make sure to seize the day and be faster than the time it takes for it to end.
—Dusan (FLEX, Serbia), hosted by the Mathess family (OH)

Atlanta Hosts Neda and Super Bowl
Football is one of the most exciting things we get to encounter as exchange students. It is a
sport that most of us don’t understand but (at least for me) come to love. And let me tell you,
from high school (go Lions!) to college (go Georgia Bulldogs!) to professional football (go
Falcons!), I have loved cheering on my teams. So, you can imagine my excitement when I
got to experience the pinnacle of football: the Super Bowl.
This year, Atlanta is not only hosting me, but the Super Bowl, too. How lucky am I to be in
this place at this exact time!?
I got to see the Super Bowl Experience with my host family. The Experience consisted of
getting to hear about and seeing artifacts from the beginning of the sport to this day. After
standing in line for an hour and a half, we got to see the magnificent Vince Lombardi Trophy.
It was interesting to see a mass of people wearing and representing their favorite teams from
all over the U.S. Lastly, I got to meet and get an autograph from Atlanta Falcons player Brian
Poole. He was extremely nice, and I made sure to tell him I was from Serbia!
As the game is getting closer, the streets are getting more crowded each day. Atlanta is shining in a whole different light! It was an unforgettable experience to get to be a part of one
of the most important events in American sports. Thank you Jeanna and Sean for giving me
this opportunity! Thank you PAX and FLEX! Hvala!
—Neda (FLEX, Serbia),
hosted by the Whitford-Slusarczyk family (GA)
Host parents Sean and Jeanna are giving Neda a very thorough introduction to football.

Exchange Living
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What a Wonderful Winter
This was my first icy, snowy winter, but everything
about it was nothing less than heartwarming. I tried so
many new things, met so many new people, and made
so many memories! I spent some quality time with my
adorable host family, celebrated my first Thanksgiving, volunteered with the Youth Council, went to see
the lights at Temple Square with the Young Women’s
group, went sledding for the first time, went ice skating with my PAX cluster, danced at the Christmas
show, celebrated my first American Christmas, had
pizza and watched movies with friends, cozied up inside as it snowed, had some crazy adventures outside,
stuck a bare foot in the snow (because my 9-year-old
host sister wanted me to), and spent some quality time
with my awesome local coordinator! What more could
I have asked for? This winter was the best, ever!
—Aleksis (YES, Albania),
hosted by the Gwilliam family (UT)

Aleksis and her crew had some
winter fun at the sledding hill.

Scholar Spotlight
Having spent the 2016/17 school year in Fort Wayne, Sayidcali was one of five in the second cohort of PAX Means Peace Scholars.
A senior upon his return to Abaarso, he was named student of the year—having best emulated the school’s core values of integrity, tenacity, and critical thinking. Working for the school’s administrative team
during this, his gap year, he cuts a wise
figure among the younger alums and leads
PAX Press on a campus tour. First stop?
His name on the “students of the year”
wall. (To be fair, it seems to have been on
the way.) Like the very first PAX Means
Peace Scholar Shukri, Sayidcali has been
named a MasterCard Foundation Scholar.
He can hardly wait for next school year
when he’ll attend a six-week MasterCard
program in Rochester, New York before
beginning his studies at Westminster College in Missouri.

Living with a host family, picking your classes, extracurriculars,
homesickness, weather, and ice skating—Sayidcali covers it all as he
free-flow reminisces about his PAX year.

—Sayidcali (2016/17 PAX
Means Peace Scholar, Somaliland),
hosted by the Jester family (IN)
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The Adjustment Cycle
Coming Home to Tajikistan
One of the hardest parts of an exchange program is leaving the U.S. and your host family. I did not believe this
until it was time for me to leave. It seemed like everything was over.
You get on the airplane and go back home. You leave the
life you created, the friends you made, the opportunities
you had, and your host family. It is very hard and painful. When you get home, everything seems different and
weird. You feel homesick for the U.S. and your host family. People don’t see the changes in you and think you
are the same as you were before. You miss the opportunities you had in USA, like weekends with your host
family or friends, extracurricular activities at school, and
travels. But, this ending is also a good beginning!

Fortunately, the program is not over! The program is just
beginning. You will be welcomed by the alumni community. I call it my FLEX family. There are a lot of opportunities, workshops, and activities. Every time you
Farhod talks about his time in the U.S. with future FLEX students.
participate, you feel like you are in the USA. You meet
other alumni from different programs; you talk to them, share your experiences, and learn something from them.
I am an active alumnus. I’ve been participating in different activities and also organizing them. I got the chance to go to Almaty, Kazakhstan through the CAFAW (Central Asia FLEX Ability Workshop) Program. I learned a lot about how to address a community issue, write a
project, and apply for grants. I also got the chance to meet my fellow PAX alumni and some of my friends from EFL camp there. After that
program, I applied for a grant and got it. I will implement my project soon.
We celebrated the 25th anniversary of the FLEX program in my home country and Kazakhstan. There, we met alumni from different years
and got the chance to learn from them. The amazing part was when they heard about us being fresh alumni. They came to us and asked many
questions about our time in the U.S. Since the FLEX program recruitment was coming up, I even had the chance to share my experiences and
encourage youth to apply. I gave presentations in eight high schools in two different cities. That was very enjoyable. More than 160 students
participated in my presentation. I shared stories about my host family, American high school, PAX, and my travels in general. I believe I
will continue to be an active alumnus.
—Farhod (FLEX 2017/18, Tajikistan), hosted by the Mathess family (OH)

Advice from Alum

A Few Fun Memories

“Be open”—Nasrin talks about what helped
her during her adjustment to life in the U.S.

Sometimes, the adjustment cycle can be downright funny!
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The Adjustment Cycle

I would love to tell you about one of my
most memorable experiences in the U.S.—
Christmas! On Christmas Eve, we had a
wonderful dinner, watched Christmas movies, and I told everyone about our New Year
in Kyrgyzstan and about our Santa, who is
called Ded Moroz. I also told them how we
get our presents and what we usually cook for
Christmas. My host parents were really interested, and they were happy to learn about the
holiday in my country!

Dizzying Disney

The next morning was time for presents. I
gave my host mom a scarf with national Kyrgyz ornaments and my host father a national
souvenir called a “Pano” along with two
cards with our pictures. I got many wonderful presents, but the biggest gift was a trip to
Disney World! I was so happy and excited!
It was sunny and so beautiful in Florida. On
the first day, we visited the Kennedy Space
Center. The next day, we visited Disney’s

Animal Kingdom. Next stop was Universal
Studios. It was amazing to see all the rides
from movies that I know! The most exciting
and wonderful place was Disney’s Magic
Kingdom. I think it was one of the best moments of my life. The fireworks were one of
the prettiest things I’ve ever seen. I definitely
know why it is called the Magic Kingdom!
—Aizhamal (FLEX, Kyrgyzstan),
hosted be the Rohrbacher family (VA)

Aizhamal and her host dad having some fun at Disney World

The Cheetos Story

Host Mom at the Halfway Mark
It is hard to believe we are almost at the halfway point and even
harder to imagine saying goodbye at the end of June. This experience has been an amazing journey from meeting, sharing
special places and activities, to watching my two teen daughters
bonding with Amelie—the three of them becoming sisters and
all of us becoming family. We went camping, spent three days in
Vancouver, and went to Disneyland on winter break just to name
the highlights.

Salma's first encounter with a vending machine

Amelie has made so many friends and is enjoying her experience at school as well as just being a teenager. And she LOVED
Disneyland!
—Barbara Loos (WA),
host mom of Amelie (Germany)
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Students of the Month

FLEX January Nominee

Tursunai (FLEX, Kyrgyzstan), hosted by the Dow family (IN)
Tursunai is taking full advantage of her exchange year, and in doing so, she is allowing those around her to learn about her country
and the joys of exchange. At school, Tursunai receives all A’s and
participates in many extracurricular activities. Despite never having run competitively before, Tursunai joined cross country in the
fall and received a varsity letter! She is now on the swim team,
which is also a new activity for her. She enjoyed learning how to
swim and is now breaking her own personal records. Her teammates consider Tursunai to be the team cheerleader as well.
Tursunai has fully engaged in the volunteering component of the
FLEX program and is already close to completing 100 hours of
service! Her activities include working with refugees, passing out
food at food pantries, and spending time with her “buddy” as part
of the Best Buddies club.
Tursunai is a friendly, selfless person who is always willing to try
new things. We are excited to see what accomplishments the rest
of her exchange year will bring—including her experience at Civic
Education Week and how many volunteer hours she will complete!
It is with pride that PAX nominates Tursunai as FLEX January Student of the Month.
—The PAX Sponsored Team

In traditional Kyrgyz garb during International
Education Week [Kaitlyn Dow Photograph]

YES January Nominee

Syed (YES, Pakistan), hosted by the Hansen family (MN)
Syed wholeheartedly participates in every new opportunity to not
only achieve his own personal potential but to share life with those
around him. He’s always saying that he doesn’t want to miss a
thing, and this can-do, selfless attitude is bringing him many accomplishments this program year! He maintains high grades at
school, participates in four schools clubs, and was a member of the
soccer team. Syed says he joined these particular clubs to improve
his leadership skills. He is a member of the Speech Club, School
Senate, Volunteering Club, and Multicultural Club. Syed is also
excited to have been chosen as a finalist for the Civic Education
Workshop in Washington, D.C., where he will spend a week with
other exchange students, learning about the U.S. Government.
During International Education Week, Syed presented about Pakistan 10 times! He had previously done three presentations, bringing his current total to 13. He certainly overcame his fear of pub- While Syed was charmed with the first dustings of the season,
lic speaking, presenting to over 400 people during these events.
we might imagine he’s a bit more bundled and humbled given
the recent Minnesota weather.
Another great achievement of Syed’s is his avid volunteering. He
regularly packs food for hungry children and helps at community and youth church events. His goal is to complete over 100 hours of volunteer service this program year; he has already completed 47. His host mom states that everyone in his community knows him because of his
community service and the kindness he has shown while volunteering.
Syed shared one of his father’s sayings: “Helping others brings joy inside.” He reflected, “Now, I understand his meaning. In Pakistan, I was
wasting much of my time on myself, but now I realize that true enjoyment and meaning come from spending time with friends and family
and sharing community in things like sports, clubs, cooking, and conversations.”
—The PAX Sponsored Team
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Students of the Month
FLEX February Nominee

Shorena (Georgia), hosted by the Barlow family (WA)
Shorena is an outgoing and energetic student who has shown a
great openness to learning new skills while also sharing her Georgian culture. The young lady has all A’s and is also involved in
several extracurricular activities, such as Key Club, Buddy Club,
DECA, Drama, and FCCLA. At school, Shorena received a

certificate of achievement early in the program year called the
“BRAVES Award.” This award was for her ongoing effort, positive attitude towards learning, and respect for all.
One of Shorena’s biggest accomplishments is being a part of the
marching band. She wanted to participate even though she didn’t
play an instrument, so she joined anyway and learned to play the vibraphone! Shorena practiced extra, going to school on Saturdays to
work with a group to help her learn how to play her new instrument.
The band members and director were astonished at her knack for it.
Shorena has also learned how to ride a bike during her time in the
U.S. in addition to several American dishes. Shorena’s host mother
says, “I’m so inspired to see Shorena so eagerly embrace the experiences of America.”
Logging service hours does not even seem to be the main motivation
of volunteering for Shorena, so much as meeting new people, learning new skills, and being helpful to others. She prepares and serves
food to the homeless, works with students with disabilities, and participates in service projects with her host family’s church.
Shorena has exemplified the open-mindedness and learning that we
hope every exchange student experiences and contributes during the
program year. We are happy to nominate her FLEX February Student of the Month.

Give it up for Shorena on the vibraphone!

—The PAX Sponsored Team

YES February Nominee

Mardia (Ghana), hosted by the Barnett-Moore family (WI)
Mardia is an outgoing and kind student who has shown a great
openness to learning new skills, sharing her Ghanaian culture, and
making the most of her time in the United States. The young lady
is involved in several extracurricular activities such as Key Club,
Peers Club, Forensics Club, and Computer Science Club.
Mardia has completed 53 hours of community service so far. She
enjoys volunteering in church with the children’s ministry and
giving anti-bullying presentations to elementary school students.
Her dedication to volunteering is such that she even completed 12
hours on her birthday! The Ghanaian is proud to hold the title of
highest number of volunteer hours among her Key Club peers.
Aside from volunteering and participating in school clubs, Mardia
has been delighted to give presentations about her home country.
Her teachers were especially impressed by the 16 presentations she
gave during International Education Week.
Mardia has exemplified the open mindedness and curiosity needed
to be a successful exchange student. We are happy to nominate her
YES February Student of the Month!
—The PAX Sponsored Team

Mardia decided this tree could use a little sprucing up.
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PAX PLUS-Somali Style
Abaarso Impact

Class is in session. PAX Means Peace Scholar Sagal I. (2018/19) kicks off English class at the orphanage.

As if the Abaarso School’s story of camel herders turned MIT
scholars weren’t inspiring enough, the school strives not only to
create great students but also great people. Students are instilled
with the Abaarso values of “integrity,” “tenacity,” and “critical
thinking.” And in spite of their own potentially challenging circumstances, all students are also required to give back through
community service. In keeping with their mission, the form this
takes at Abaarso is education.
Whether the Abaarso students travel off campus to help educate children in a nearby orphanage or village kiddos stop by
for tutoring, all Abaarso students tutor younger, non-Abaarso
children in some way, shape, or form. With roughly half of all

Sagal A. (2017/18) provides an introduction
to Abaarso’s tutoring program.

school-age children not in the classroom in Somaliland, the assistance is certainly much needed.
And for the young people they reach, it can be positively life
changing. Some, including children raised in the orphanage,
have gone on to become Abaarso students themselves and
are even poised to head to America to further their education.
Not surprisingly, and as former PAX Means Peace Scholars
Mamdouh and Ahmed (2017/18) can attest, the program also
has a lasting impact on the tutors themselves.
While Abaarso students have been offering an educational
boost to the community, Abaarso founder Jonathan Starr has
been hard at work on another educational boost for the region.
In fact, last school year marked the opening of Barwaaqo
University, a “proper higher education institution for women”
(“from the makers of Abaarso!”). The university’s first phase
is their School of Education—a teacher’s college. The plan
is to help Abaarso alumni who have been educated abroad
return to their country to set-up schools staffed by graduates
of Barwaaqo University…
Needless to say, the implications for successfully scaling the
Abaarso success story are immense. While it’s unclear whether they will produce another singular story as inspiring as the
camel herder turned MIT scholar, they’re sure to produce
more hope and recognition for a country that sorely needs it.
—The PAX Press team

